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Abstract 
Numerical analysis of the Signorini problem with friction in two-dimensional quasi coupled linear thermoelasticity 
is investigated. Piecewise linear finite elements on the triangulation of the given domain fi c [w2 with polygonal 
boundary a0 are used. In this contribution we establish the rate of convergence of the finite-element approximate 
solution uh, provided the exact solution is smooth enough. In general the problem represents the model problem of 
a great number of branches, such as the model problem of a high-level radioactive waste disposal system as well as 
the model problem of geodynamcis and biomechanics, etc. 
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1. Introduction 
The problem investigated represents simulation of geodynamic processes in region, where a 
high-level radioactive waste disposal system is situated, their action on a radioactive waste 
disposal system (RWDS) as well as influences of high temperatures generated in an RWDS 
onto the neighbouring rock massif. The model problem can be regarded from the point of view 
of two-dimensional quasi coupled thermoelasticity as the quasi steady-state case. Similar model 
problems represent model problems of human joints and their artificial substitutes. 
We shall deal with the quasi steady-state problem consisting of the heat conduction equation 
+w”=o, inn‘, i,j=l,2, &=I,..., S, (1.1) 
and the equilibrium equation 
~(cij~~(~)~~~(~)-~ij(~)(~-TP))+~i(~)=O, inR”,i, j=l,2, ~=l,...,s, (1.2) 
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where R = U s=,fl‘ is a plane domain with Lipschitz boundary a0 = tJ ~=l~O‘, occupied by an 
elastic body (i.e., by a rock massif including the high-level radioactive waste repository, human 
joints, etc.). The boundary consists of three parts r,, r, and r,, XI = r, u r, u r, u R, 
r, = ‘FT U 2F!, r;, = U ‘Fi, r;,“’ = U ,,,r;,. Moreover, we denote by T the temperature and by 
u = (ul, u2) the displacement vector. 
We consider the following boundary conditions: 
dT” 
K!.-n; = 0, 
1’ axj 
riLi?lf = Pi”, on Urr:, ~=l,..., s, i, j=l,2, (1.3a,b) 
‘ 
T” = T,“, 7i”in; = 0, on UL2r:, L = l,..., s, i, j= 1,2, (1.4a,b) 
(lSa,b) 
(1.6a,b,c) 
(1.7a,b) 
and 
lT:(<g,k[ = +u:=o, (1.7c) 
17:1=g,k1 = 3haOsuchthat u:-uf= -,I:, (1.7d) 
aT” 
K!.-$ = 0, 
I1 axj 
u; = Ubi, on Url, ~E(l,r-~)U(Y+~,S), i, j=l,2, (l.Sa,b) 
‘ 
where u:, ut are the normal and tangential components of the displacement vector u and 
r$u‘) = ~-;~(u’>ntnJ, r; = r‘ - rArzL are the normal and tangential components of the stress 
vector ri = rijnj, rij is the stress tensor and eij is the small strain tensor defined by 
Tag = ctkiek,(u‘) - /3fj(T‘ - TpL), i, j, k, 1= 1, 2. 
(1.9a,b) 
Furthermore, it’ = (n:> and tL = (tt> denote the unit outward normal and the tangential vector 
to the boundary aR‘, P” = (P;) and F‘ = (F;) denote the surface loads on ‘I’: and the body 
forces in a‘, respectively, W” denotes the thermal sources in R‘, ub being a displacement 
vector prescribed on r,, where T;, T; are the given temperatures in fiL or on 21”, respectively. 
Furthermore, ~~~ are the thermal conductivity coefficients in a‘, ctjk[ are the elastic coefficients 
in a‘, pij is the coefficient of thermal expansion in 0‘, g,k’ = Fck’ I T,” I represents the given 
friction forces acting on the contact boundary r:‘, X“’ is a Coulombian friction coefficient. 
Remark 1.1. Conditions (1.6a)-(1.6c) represent the so-called Signorini conditions, where (1.6a) 
represents the condition of nonpenetration of colliding bodies, (1.6b) represents the condition 
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for the contact forces following from the law of action and reaction. The last condition (1.6~) 
together with (1.6a) and (1.6b) describes the situation during the deformation of both colliding 
bodies being or not being in contact. Moreover, if both colliding bodies are in contact (see 
(1.7a)), the Coulombian friction, defined by the Coulombian law of friction (1.7a)-(1.7d), acts at 
the contact boundary rck’. The friction forces g,“’ acting on the contact boundary rck’ are in 
their absolute value proportional to the normal stress component (see (1.7b)), where the 
proportionality coefficient is the coefficient of friction J, ck’ r. If the absolute value of the 
tangential forces is less than the friction forces g, , k1 then the tangential forces preclude the 
mutual motion of both colliding bodies (see (1.7~)). If the absolute value of the tangential forces 
reach the value of friction forces (see (1.7d)), then there are no forces which can preclude the 
mutual (bilateral) motion of both colliding bodies. 
The problem is semi-coercive for r, = 0 or iff at least one of r,L is of zero measure. For 
simplicity we shall assume that ub = 0 on ‘TU, 
on ‘r;. Furthermore, we denote ‘r, = r,. 
r,L = 0 for L = 2,. . . , r - 1, Y + 1,. . . , s, and T; = 0 
2. Variational formulation 
Let fi c R* be the region with a Lipschitz boundary K?, consisting of three parts r,, r,, r,, 
&0 =r, UT, u Fc u Ft. Let x = (x1, x2> be Cartesian coordinates and let II = (nl, n,), t = 
01, t*) = c-n*, n,) be the outward normal and tangential vectors to U2. 
Let us denote by (a,. > the scalar product in [L*(0)]*, by ( * , * > the scalar product in 
[L*(r,)]*, by ]I . I( k the norm in [H“(0)]*, k an integer, and by ]I. II = II * II 1 the norm in 
H’(R), where Hk(n‘), k E [WI, L = 1,. . . , s, denotes the Sobolev space in the usual sense. Let 
I u I = (/~e,j(u>e,j(u) dx) ‘I2 denote the seminorm on QP defined later. Let us denote by 
‘I/= (*~z&V(n) =Hl(KP) x .** XH’(P) xW(nq 
X . . . xH1(P), T=O on UL2r,), 
V= (U I u E W(n) = [ H’(q]* x *. . x [ H*(L?k)]2 x [ H’(L?‘)]* 
X . . . x [ H1(W)]“, u = 0 on ru) 
the spaces of virtual temperatures and virtual displacements, respectively, and by 
K = {U Iu E I/, u,k - LJ: G 0 on U ,,,rrs’} 
the set of all admissible displacements (which is the so-called convex cone with vertex at the 
origin. The set K is called the co~luex cone with vertex at the origin, if it is closed and, 
moreover, together with elements U, u E K also elements tu + sv E K, t 2 0, s 2 0). 
’ Similarly as in [5, Theorem 2.21 the Coulombian coefficient of friction Fk’ can be estimated by 11 Fckk’ Ilrn < 
(c, /(2c,W2 or II Fck’ II m < (CL /(A + 2~)) ‘I4 for the nonhomogeneous anisotropic or isotropic cases, respectively. 
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We suppose that all KFj and clLik[ are Lipschitz on IT, L = 1,. . . , S, and fdfil the usual 
symmetry conditions 
Kij = KjLi, ‘ijkjkl = qiik, = c;*ijT on P, 
for every i, j, k, I= 1, 2, L = 1,. . . , s, and 
(2.la,b) 
O<K;~(K~~(X)~~LS~L)/~~(-~~K;< +m, VXEfl’, ~‘=(&f)E~2y (2.2a) 
0 < Ci < (Cl,kl( X)~,“j~;,) I[ I -2 < ci < +aT vx E OL> 5” = (S;j) E lw47 (2.2b) 
where K;, K;, c;, c; are constants independent of x E R‘ and {” E R2, 5” E R4. 
Let us look for the pair of functions CL%‘), T‘ E H’(P), uL E [H’(flL)12. Let P;j(X) E cl(n‘), 
cijkl E C’(a), T;(x) E L2(f,), T;(X) E H’(@), g,k’(x) E L”(Tc), Kij(x) E C’(fi‘). The COW 
pling term (a/ax.)(pij(TL - T;)) EL~(L~‘). Really, if Pij E C’(P) and T”, T,” EH’(fi‘), then 
ptj(TL - T’) E Hi(Ob) and then (a/axj>(p;j(T” - TpL)) E L2(f2‘). Then fi = F: - (a/axj)(BLj(T” 
- T;)) E L2(f2’). 
Definition 2.1. By a variational (weak) solution of the problem we mean a pair of functions 
CT, u), T E IT/, u E K, such that 
b(T, z - T) >s(z - T), Vz E’V, 
a(u, u -u) + (g,“‘, I+u;I-Iu~-u~I) X+-U), VUEK, 
where 
(2.3a) 
(2.3b) 
b(T, z) = /Ofcij$ gdx = i b‘(T‘, t‘), 
I r’ L=l 
s(z) = /,Qz dx = k sL(z‘), 
L=l 
a(u, u) = /,cijk,(x)eij(u)e,&~) dx = i a’(u‘, u”), 
1=1 
S(u) = j$q dx + lI,& ds = i S‘(&), 
i L=l 
j&)-(g;‘, I$-,?:I)=/ ~lg,k’/$--C’:IdS. 
u k,lrc 
Problem (2.3a), (2.3b) is equivalent to the following variational formulation: find a pair of 
functions (T, u), T E lb’/, u E K, such that 
l(T) <Z(z), Vz E’V, (2.4a) 
L(U) <L(u), VU E K, (2.4b) 
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where 
l(z) = @(z, z) -s(z), (2.5a) 
L(u)=3a(u,u)-S(u)+(g,k’, Iu:-u:I)=L,(~;)+j,,,(v). (2Sb) 
It can be proved that any classical solution of the problem (l.l)-(1.9) is a weak solution and 
conversely, if the weak solution is smooth enough, it represents a classical solution. 
To prove the existence and uniqueness of the variational (weak) solution we introduce the 
set of all displacements and rotations (the set of rigid displacements) 
P= {uIu=u +(bXx)}={u I u= (ul, uz), ul=a, -h,, u2=a2+bxI}, (2.6) 
where a,, a2, b are arbitrary real constants. Let Qp be the orthogonal decomposition of P in 
W, i.e., Qp @P = W. 
Lemma 2.2. Let 0 c R*, (T, u) E ‘W x W. Then 
ejj(u) = 0, Vi, j = 1, 2 e u = a + (b Xx). (2.7) 
Proof. Since the problem is quasi coupled, it is sufficient to investigate the elastic case only. 
Then the proof is parallel to that of [4, Theorem 6.3.21. 0 
Lemma 2.3. Necessary conditions for the existence of the solution are the conditions of total 
equilibrium 
Proof. Since the problem is quasi coupled, we can investigate the elastic part of the problem 
only. 
Putting u E P for the trial functions into (2.3b), then according to Lemma 2.2, eij(U) = 0 and 
therefore a(~, U> = 0. Since jg,(u) = ( g,k’, I u: - u: I > a 0 (as g,k’ > 0 a.e. on PC“‘>, then for 
u=u+w, 
(2.9) 
as for u E K also u E K. 
Let P,={uEPIu~-Ufi=OonT,k’};thenuEPO c=, +vEKnP.Conversely,iffor wEKnP 
(2.9) holds and for w E K n (P\P,), 
(2.10) 
holds, then the functional L(U) is coercive on K and achieves its minimum on K. Furthermore, 
we assume that PO = IO). 0 
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Moreover, we introduce the penalty functional by 
9++9(u, u)= ;/, ,,,([z&uf,]+)* ds. 
k,l c 
(2.11) 
The penalty functional is Lipschitz continuous and monotone and for t > 0 is 9a(tu> = t*Y(u). 
Then we have the equivalent variational problem: find (T, U) E ‘T/X V such that 
b(T, 2 - T) >s(z - T), vz Eli/, (2.12a) 
a(u, v -u) + (~,,-‘jurk~[u~ - ’n] + ((vn” - u;) - (uf: - u’n)) ds 
c 
+(s,k’, I$- upIu;-UfI>aqv-U), VVEV, E,>O, l ,+o, 
or in the equivalent form: find (T, U) E ‘VX V such that 
b(T, 2) =s(z), vz Eli/, 
(2.12b) 
(2.13a) 
a(u, u) + (qn-‘/urkl[u: - ;] + (un” - vfi) ds 
c 
+(g,k, Iv~-u;I)=s(u), VVEV, E,>O, l ,+o. (2.13b) 
Then our problem leads to minimizations of functionals 1(z) and L(v) over ‘I/ or I/, 
respectively. The solution (T, U) can be found as 
(C u> = J_mm(C urn), (2.14) 
where (T, u,J are solutions of the variational equations (2.13a) and (2.13b), which can be 
written as 
DZ(T, z) = 0, Vz E ‘V, (2.15a) 
DL,(u,, v) = 0, Vu E V, (2.15b) 
where L,(v) = L,(v, v) =L(u) + E;‘~‘(v), L(v) = L,(u) + (g,“‘, I utk - v: I >. Since the prob- 
lem is quasi coupled, it is sufficient to investigate both problems separately. Therefore, we will 
investigate the functional L,(U) in detail only as it is known that the functional l(z) is convex 
and differentiable and has a minimum over ‘I/ at the point T. The functional L,(U) is coercive 
and weakly lower semicontinuous (as the functional L,(v) is strictly convex and weakly lower 
semicontinuous on QP, the functional (g,“‘, I v: - u: I ) is convex and continuous and thus 
weakly lower semicontinuous and, moreover, ( g,k’, I U: - v: I > 2 0 for an arbitrary g,k’ E L”(I’,k’) 
(as g,k’ 2 0 a.e. on I’,“‘), the penalty functional 9(v) is monotone and has a Lipschitz 
continuous differential in V, and the Korn inequality I v I > c II v II 1 is valid on the orthogonal 
complement QP of P in W). The functional L,(U) has at a point U, the Gateaux differential 
DL,(u, v). Furthermore, we have 
DL,(u, U) > co //jj(u)eij(~) dx +9(u) - S(U) > co I u I2 +9’(u) -S(u) 
(2.16) 
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Thus the functional L,(U) has a minimum over Q, at the point u,, SO that U, solves 
variational equations 
DL(u,, U) + E,~DP(u,, U) = 0, VU E V. (2.17) 
Let u, be the sequence of the solutions of (2.171, let u E K. Then 
DL(u,, u, -u) - DL(u, u, - U) + E,~DP(u,, U, - U) - E,‘DP(u, U, - U) 
= -DL(u, u, -u). (2.18) 
Since the functional L is Lipschitz continuous and strictly monotone, the functional 9 has a 
Lipschitz continuous differential, D9 is monotone, then (2.18) yields 
c1 II u, - u 11: < c2 II u, - u II I(1 + II .Q II I), 
hence 11 u, 11  G c, < + co. Then we can choose the extracted subsequence such that u, + u 
weakly. To prove that u E K, the Minty trick was used (see, e.g., [4]). Let u E K; then from 
(2.18) for u = u we obtain 
dlU,- u II; < -DL,(u, u, -u), 
from which u, + u. For w E K, 
0 = DL(u,, u, - w) + E-‘(D~(u,, u, -w) - D~‘(w, u, -w)). 
Hence DL(u,, u, - w) < 0, which for m + cc, gives DL(u, w - u) 2 0, VW E K. Since the last 
variational inequality has one and only one solution, we have u, + u for the whole sequence 
IUJ. 
The uniqueness of the solution can be proved as follows. If u1 and u2 are two solutions of 
DL(u, w -u> 2 0, VW E K, then DL(u,, u1 - u2) 2 0, DL(u,, u2 - ui) 2 0, from which 
DL(u,, u2 - ui) - DL(u,, u2 - ul> < 0. Since the functional L is assumed to be twice differen- 
tiable in the Gateaux sense and continuous in the variable u for fixed w, then D2L(u, w, w) > 
c 11 w II 2 and since 
[D’L(u, + t(u, - ul), u2 - ul, u2 - ul) dt = DL(u,, u2 - ul) - DL(u,, u2 - ul) < 0, 
the uniqueness of the solution follows immediately. 
So we proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.4. Let &f2 = r, U r, U -?;, U R, r, = ‘r, U 2r,, r, = U ,,,pF’. Let us assume that (2.2a) 
and (2.2b) hold. Let us suppose that 
fi”(x> E L2(@)> q-g EL’(q), T,“(x) E Hyq 
g,“‘(x) EL”(C’), ctjk/(x) E “(n‘)7 Kt(X) E c’(fl‘), 
Pij(x) E “(n‘)> W‘(x) EC’(W). 
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Let us define 
‘I/= (z It&v(.), 2 = 0 on u ,zr;), v= {u I v E w(n), v = 0 on r,}, 
K={vIvEV,v,k-vf,<O on rc”‘}, P={vIv=a+(bxx)), 
and let us suppose that 
~fjVi dX + lI~~iI:i dS + / Urk,g,k’Iv~-v;Ids<O, VVEK~P, v#O. 
7 c 
(2.19) 
Then there exists a pair of functions CT, u), which is a solution of the variational equality and 
inequality (2.3a), (2.3b) or (2.4a), (2.4b), respectively, and every solution of (2.3a), (2.3b) is of the 
form (T, u + v), v E P and 
/ofivi dx + ,/-,Pivi ds + jur;g:’ 1 v: - v: I ds = 0. 
7 
Moreover, the solution CT, u) can be found as CT, u) = lim,,,(T, u,J, where (T, u,J are 
solutions of the variational equations 
Dl(T, z) =O, W&V, (2.20a) 
DL,(u,, v) = 0, Vu E V, (2.20b) 
where L,(v) = L(v) + E-‘~(v), L(v) = L,(v) + (g,“‘, I v: - v: I>. CT, u,) can be found as a 
minimum of functionals l(z) and L,(v) over ‘V and V, respectively, and furthermore 
DL,(u,u)~cc,IIuII1-c,, c,>O, c,>O, IfuEV. (2.21) 
From every sequence of solutions (T, u,,J of variational equations (2.20a) and (2.20b), an 
extracted subsequence converges strongly to (T, u>, representing the solution of (2.3a), (2.3b). 
3. Finite-element approximation 
For the numerical solution the finite-element method will be used. Let the given bounded 
domain R c R* with the polygonal boundary H2 be triangulated, i.e., a = fl U dR is covered by 
a finite number of triangles _Th, forming a triangulation Yh. We further assume that the end 
points FU n r’, r, n Fc, Fc n r, coincide with vertices of 7,. The family {S,} of triangulations, 
0 < h < h,, is assumed to be regular. Let ‘V, and V, be the sets of linear finite elements, i.e., 
‘Vh = (z 1 z E C(0), z 1 rh EP~, z = 0 on *I’,‘,, VT, ES,), 
v, = (v I u E [C(.n,l’l v l rh E [PI]‘, v = 0 on r,, VT, E Yjj>, 
where P, is the space of all linear polynomials. Let 
K, = {v I v E Vh , v,k - v,!, G 0 on U ,J:‘} = V,, n K, 
hence K, c K for all h. 
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Definition 3.1. We say that a pair of functions (T,, uh), T,, EIV~, u,, E K,, is a finite-element 
approximation of our problem, if 
b,(T,, z - TJ >s(z - T/J, Vz E$,, (3.la) 
a(&, u -u/J + (s,“‘, I $ - +I(u,“),-(u;),I) >S(u-u/J, HUE&, (3.lb) 
or, in the equivalent form, 
l(T,) <l(z), t/z~‘V& (3.2a) 
Z&J <L(U), Vu E K,. (3.2b) 
Theorem 3.2. There exists a unique solution of the finite-element approximation (3.la), (3.lb) (or 
(3.2a), (3.2b), respectively) for all h. 
Proof. As the problem is quasi coupled, it is sufficient to investigate the problem (3.2b), as the 
problem (3.2a) is the standard finite-element method problem. The set K, is a nonempty, 
closed and convex subset of K and of QP, respectively. Theorem 2.4 implies that functionals 
I(z) and I,( ZI) are coercive over ‘V, and K,, respectively, and the functional jp,( u> = ( g,k’, 1 u[ 
- uf I) is convex. Hence the existence of CT,, UJ follows. 
The uniqueness can be proved by the following technique. Let (T,‘, u;) E ‘V, X K, and 
(Tt, ui) E ‘V, x K, be two approximate solutions of (3.2). Then (3.2) yields 
c0 II T; - T/f II 2 < b(T; - T,f, T; - Th”) < 0, Cl I u:, - u; I 2 < a(u2, - u;, u; - u;) < 0. 
Hence the uniqueness of the solution follows immediately. •I 
To estimate the rates of convergence of II T - T,, II and I u - uh 1, the method proposed in [2] 
will be applied. Since the problem is quasi coupled, we prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.3. Let I . I be the seminorm defined above. Then it holds 
Iu-u&c,{a(u,-u, v,--u)+a(u, v-u,)+a(u, vh-u) -s(v-uh)-s(v,,-u) 
+j,,(v,)-j,,(U)+j,,(v) -&n(Uh)}1'2p VUEK, vvh EKh, (3.3) 
where co = const. > 0, jg,( v> = ( g,“‘, I v: - v: I >. 
Proof. The proof follows from the conditions 
a(uh, u,, - +) + k,“‘, I(~~)t-(~~)tI-~(U~)t-(U~)tI)--(vh-Uh)~O, v”,EK/,* 
Adding these inequalities, adding and subtracting the terms a(u, uh) - a(uh, u> to the reSdting 
inequality and performing some modifications, we obtain 
a(u - uh, u - uh) < a(& - u, u,, - u) + a@, u - uh) + a(& u,, - u) - s(u - uh) 
- s(u, - u, +jgn@h) -j&) +j&) -j&h)- 
This immediately implies our assertion (3.3). 0 
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CoroIlary 3.4. Let K, c K. Then substituting u = u,, in (3.31, we obtain 
1 u -u,, 1 < co{a(uh -u7 uh -u) +a(u, uh -u) -s(uh -u) +j&h) -.&n(u)}1’2~ 
Vu, E K,. (34 
As the main result of the paper we shall prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.5. Let Ml and its parts r,, r,, I’, be piecewise polygonal. Let T E IV, u E K f? 
[H2(n)12, 7(u) 65 [L”( u k Jck’)12, u E [J@T u k J-p>12, g,k’h!?(T,k’>. Let ‘v, ‘h, K, cK. 
Let the changes ui - u’, <‘O + uf: - uf, = 0 and u’f - u: = 0 + uf - uf # 0 occur at finitely many 
points of lJ k,lrCk’ only. Then, 
11 T- T, 11 = O(h), (3 Sa) 
1 u -u,, I = 0(h1’2). (3.5b) 
Proof. As the problem is quasi coupled, we will analyse both problems separately. 
The first part of the proof represents classical finite-element analysis in the heat conduction 
problem. The approximate solution Th is the function from ‘V, minimizing 1(z) over ‘Vh, i.e., 
/CT,) = min, E Iv l(z). As b(T, z) =s(z) for any z E~V, hence b(T, T) = s(T) and we have 
l(z) - l(T) = mm L ,Ivk$b(T - z, T-z). Furthermore, 
min I(z) - 1(T) = 
E’Vh 
min ib(T-z, T-z), 
ZE’V, 
so that 
b(T-T,,T-T,)<b(T-z,T-z), vz~‘V~. 
Since the bilinear form b(T, z) is continuous on H’(0) X H’(R) and bounded (i.e., 1 b(T, z) ) 
<iI4 II T II II z II, VT, z E H’(0), M = const., independent of T, z) and V-elliptic (i.e., b(z, z) > 
c II z II 2, Vz E ‘I/, c = const. > O), we obtain easily 
M i/2 
]]T-Th ]I< ; 
i i 
IIT-~11, vZ+,. (3.6) 
From the well-known interpolating theorem (see, e.g., [l]) it follows that 
II z -z; II < clM,,+lhn+l, (3.7) 
where zi is the function which on every triangle of the given triangulation Yh is equal to the 
polynomial interpolating the function z, i.e., it is a piecewise polynomial of the nth degree. In 
our case we assume that n = 1. 
We use it, putting there z = zh, where zh E ‘Vh is the function which on every triangle of the 
given triangulation is equal to the polynomial interpolating the exact solution T. Then from 
(3.6) with z = zh and from (3.7) with z = T we get 
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The second part of the proof is based on the technique of [3,5]. Using Lemma 3.3 we 
estimate (3.3). This estimate can be applied, provided the solution u is sufficiently regular. 
Green’s theorem implies 
= /, - & (Cijklekl(U))(vh - 
J 
u)~ dx + /d-~~~n~( uh - u)~ ds - jypi( uh - u)~ ds 
7 
u)~ dx + /--r’jnj( uh - u)~ ds - jyPi( uh - u)i ds 
T 7 
= /, $&+h - u)” ds + /ur”+)(uh - U)t ds +jgn(Uh) -&n(u) 2 0, vvh E Kh, 
c 
(3.9) 
since 
- & ( Cijklekl(U)) =fi, i = 1, 2, a.e. in a. 
I 
And in virtue of Corollary 3.4 we have 
]u-uhi<c0{a(uh-u7 vh--u)+a(uY vh-U)-~(~h-~)+j~“(vh)-jg”(~)}1’2~ 
Vu, E K,. (3.10) 
Let us denote by ur the Lagrange linear interpolation of u and by uLI the orthogonal 
projection of the Lagrange linear interpolation of u on the triangulation IS,}. 
The bilinear form a( a,. ) is bounded, so that 
U(Uh -u, Uh - u)<M]u,-u] ]vh-u]. 
Since for every v E [C(B)]* n K we have u LI E K, and since the last inequality is valid for an 
arbitrary vh E K,, it is valid also for uh = uLI. As ab < &a* + (2~)-‘b*, a, b E [WI, E > 0, then 
applying the interpolation theorem we obtain 
u(uh - u, v,, - u) < ;ikk 1 u,, - u 1 * + M(2E)-r 1 vh - u I< $k% 1 uh - u I* + ch*. 
Choosing v,, = uLI and since uLI E V,, then uh = uLI E K, = Qp f? K n V,. Moreover, 
(ukr - z.&)~ = (ut - ui),, (u;r - u&)~ = (uf -u:),, on U r:‘. 
k.1 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
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Thus 
(U;, - ULr), < 0, on lJ r:‘, 
k,l 
so that uL, E K. Since uLI E Vh, then uLI E K,. Furthermore, we have 
k1- ~kc,~I&, 
I](41 - Ul,), - (ul: - u’,) II I_*( u r,“‘, = II (4 - u:), - (uf: - 4) II L*( u r,“‘, 
G ch* c II u$ - u’, II HZ( u p’), 
where (3.12) was used. 
To estimate the integrals 
JI( u C’) = /-” $&)(4 - 4” ds and 
C 
J*( u C’) = /, r$ML’h - 4t ds, 
we assume that r, = lJ k,,rCkl, where U ,,,F,“’ approximates piecewise linearly the boundary r,. 
To estimate the integral J, we have the following cases. 
- The case uk - 
- The case ut - 
u’ < 0, x E rCk’. Then due to <uk - u’,)r,“’ = 0, the integral Jr( lJ r,“‘) = 0. 
u’ = 0 and the case uk - U: < 0 + U: - u’, = 0, x E rckl. Let US put uh = uLI. 
Due to the prope;ties of uL, discusse”d above, either (ut, - u&>, = 0 on lJ &“I, and then 
Jr( lJ r,“‘) = 0 in the first case or (u”,, - u’,,), < 0 and then 
I Jl( U rc”‘) I G II@:, -u:), - (u: - u’n) II r~ur~~,jurk,l T,“‘(U) I ds G qoh, 
in the second case. The last inequalities hold because for i E [W@( lJ rk1)12 and r E [Lm(r,')]2, 
u; - uf, E WWJ r,"'), T, E L"( U I',"'), and because <u[i - u’,,), is thee Lagrange interpolation 
of uf: - u!,. Hence, and because of the properties of urr discussed above, the first term in the 
estimate is of O(h) and the second one is bounded, Hence I J1( U I’,‘,‘) I G c,h. 
To estimate I J,( U r,“‘> + jg,(v,) - jg,(u) I we have the following cases. 
- The case uf - U: > 0 for x E U rcki. It is 
J&JT~‘) =Jl(Ur/)+.12(Ur~i) +j,Jv)-jgn(u)aO and 
g,“’ I u; - Uf I + 7:+: - Uf) = 0, a.e. on lJ rckl. 
Hence g,k’= -TV a.e. on t_l rCk’. Let us put vh = urr. Thus (u”,, -u’,,), = (uf - u:),, and 
(UL- z&),(s~), si E rcY, si are points of the triangulation on lJ rCk’. Then (uf - uf),, > 0 on 
lJ r:*, due to the properties of uLI discussed above and 
~~,,(-g,k’[(u:-~j)~,-(u:-uI)] +g,k’[(uf;-u:)~~-(u:-u:)]) ds=O. 
c 
- The case uf -u’ = 0 for x E UP 
discussed above, wk have 
c . As (u; - uf),, = 0 on lJ I;,“’ due to the properties of uLI 
/ur*1(7,(u)[(u: -u&, - (u: - u;)] +g:‘[ I+: - U& I + I u: -u: I]} ds = 0. 
c 
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- The case ut - u: < 0 for x E U rCk’. Since z.4: - u:<Oon UTCk’,wehave Iu:-uiI= -(u:- 
u:) and (u: - u:),, < 0, due to the properties of urr discussed above. Thus g,“’ = 7t a.e. on 
tJ F:‘. Let us set uh = uLI. Then, 
/ul,,jg,k’[(~:-ui)LI-(u:--ui)] +g,k’[-(L1:--UI)LI+(II:-U:)l) ds=O* 
c 
- The case when u: - u: = 0 changes to U: - of Z 0 for x E U rck’. Let uh_= urr. Since 
U E [Wrn( tJ I-,k’)12, 7E [L”( tJ rCk’)12, g,k’ E L”( IJ r,“‘), we have U: - u: E W1~m( U I’,“‘) and 7t E 
L”( U F;ck’). Then, due to the properties of urr discussed above, we have 
Thus, 
From all these estimates, we obtain 
( u - uh I< c&h2 1 u 1; + l -'h2 1 u 1 2 + c,h + crh)1'2, 
from which we obtain the estimate (3Sb), choosing E sufficiently small. q 
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